The Log-structured File System (LFS) transforms random writes to a huge sequential one to provide superior write performance on storage devices. However, LFS inherently suffers from overhead incurred by cleaning segments. Specifically, when file system utilization is high and the system is busy, write performance of LFS degenerates significantly due to high cleaning cost. Also, in the newer flash memory based SSD storage devices, cleaning leads to reduced SSD lifetime as it incurs more writes. In this paper, we propose an enhancement to the original LFS to alleviate the performance degeneration due to cleaning when the system is busy. The new scheme, which we call Slack Space Recycling (SSR), allows LFS to delay on-demand cleaning during busy hours such that cleaning may be done when the load is much lighter. Specifically, it writes modified data directly to invalid areas (slack space) of used segments instead of cleaning on-demand, pushing back cleaning for later. SSR also has the added benefit of increasing the lifetime of the now popular SSD storage devices. We implement the new SSR-LFS file system in Linux and perform a large set of experiments. The results of these experiments show that the SSR scheme significantly improves performance of LFS for a wide range of storage utilization settings and that the lifetime of SSDs is extended considerably.
Introduction
Flash memory based Solid State Drives (SSDs) are gaining popularity due to their low power consumption, shock resistance, and superior performance compared to conventional magnetic disks. However, SSDs still face challenges such as improving random write performance and extending write endurance. To recycle used pages of flash memory, SSDs periodically need to perform (storage device level) garbage collection that hinders their performance. Specifically, random writes significantly increase the garbage collection cost and, eventually, decrease write performance of SSDs. Therefore, even on SSDs, software such as file systems and disk schedulers need to be optimized to generate sequential write patterns rather than random ones.
Flash memory that is the building block of SSDs has an endurance problem. For example, a block of flash memory can be erased for a limited number of times. If a block has been erased more than this number, then data reliability of the block suffers seriously [1] , [2] . This is why most SSDs employ a wear-leveling technique that enforces every block of the flash memory chip to be used almost evenly [3] , Manuscript received November 13, 2012. Manuscript revised April 26, 2013 . † The author is with the University of Seoul, Korea. † † † The author is with Hongik Unversity, Korea.
† † The author is with Dankook University, Korea. a) E-mail: ysoh@uos.ac.kr DOI: 10.1587/transinf.E96.D.2075 [4]. Besides the wear-levelling technique used inside SSDs, lifetime of SSDs depends on the total number of write requests as well as the request pattern. To extend the lifetime of SSDs, the file system needs to incur as small a number of write requests as possible for writing a given amount of data, since write requests will eventually lead to block erases. Also, sequential writes are recommended over random ones as, generally, a sequential write incurs a smaller number of erase operations than random ones. Conceptionally, the Log-structured File System (LFS) treats disk space as an infinite log that consists of an infinite number of segments. By collecting small write requests into the segment buffer and then submitting them altogether to the disk, LFS can reduce head movement of magnetic disks and increase random write performance by making them sequential. Hence, LFS may be an excellent solution to SSD problems caused by random write requests, that is, degradations of write performance and endurance of SSDs. However, because disk space is not infinite in reality, LFS must recycle used segments by performing cleaning operations, which is similar to garbage collection inside SSDs. This leads to reduced LFS performance and shortened SSD lifetime.
To assess the overhead of on-demand cleaning that needs to be performed when segments run out, we measure the response time of random writes with our implementation of LFS running on a high-end SSD that will be described later. When on-demand cleaning does not occur, represented by area B of Fig. 1 , we see tiny spikes in response time for flushing the segment buffer or check pointing. In contrast, when all free segments are consumed and on-demand cleaning occurs to recycle used segments, represented by area A of Fig. 1 , we see huge spikes in response time that are due to segment cleaning. In this manner, segment cleaning consumes considerable disk bandwidth, significantly decreasing the performance of LFS. Moreover, segment cleaning shortens the SSD's lifetime, which is quite limited in flash memory storage. The effect of segment cleaning exacerbates as file system utilization increases as free segments become more and more scarce. This leads to higher cleaning overhead, worse write performance, and reduced lifetime of SSDs.
To solve the above problems, we propose a new scheme called Slack Space Recycling (SSR). As the name suggests, the scheme directly writes modified data to invalid areas (slack space) of already used segments when on-demand cleaning is inevitable and the system is busy. We incorporate the SSR scheme into a real implementation of LFS, which we call SSR-LFS, that either selects cleaning or Slack Space Recycling when there are no available empty segments. By employing Slack Space Recycling, the SSR-LFS can improve the write performance as well as lifetime of SSDs when the system starts running out of free segments, that is, the steady state of a busy system is reached. Various experimental results show that SSR-LFS outperforms the original LFS and the Ext3 file system in Linux for a wide range of file system utilizations. Also, our experimental results show that the SSR scheme decreases the total number of write requests and also has positive effects on wear-levelling, leading to extended SSD lifetime.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review LFS as well as flash memory storage and discuss previous studies attempting to improve the performance of LFS. In Sect. 3, we describe motivation behind this study and design of the SSR scheme. Then, we discuss some implementation issues of SSR-LFS. In Sect. 5, we present the experimental results and, in Sect. 6, we discuss impact of file systems on the endurance of SSDs. Finally, we conclude this paper with directions for future work in Sect. 7.
Background and Related Work

Log-Structured File System
The LFS tries to utilize the full bandwidth of the storage device by collecting modified data in the memory buffer and writing them to disk collectively in a single sequential write [5] . For ease of management, LFS divides disk space into segments and data is written to in segment units. However, when empty segments get consumed and run out, LFS needs to reclaim used space via a cleaning process, that is, copying remaining valid data in a segment to other segments to make a whole free segment.
The cleaning process can be executed either ondemand or in the background [6] . If the cleaning process is performed in the background, specifically, when the system is idle, it does not seriously affect performance. However, on-demand cleaning has great impact on file system performance because service of write requests is blocked during cleaning. In particular, when the system is continuously busy and file system utilization is high, performance of LFS decreases sharply due to this on-demand cleaning overhead.
As the write performance of LFS is highly affected by the cleaning cost, various policies to reduce this cost have been proposed. The Greedy policy selects the segment that has the least valid data [5] . The Cost-benefit policy considers both utilization of a segment and the age of the data, and this policy has been shown to outperform the Greedy policy [5] . Though many cleaning policies have been proposed, the method to reclaim used space cannot avoid the high cleaning cost that increases along with file system utilization. The performance gains of LFS and conventional file systems with an extent-based allocation scheme in real environments have been debated [7] , [8] , and many performance enhancement techniques for LFS have been proposed [6] , [9] - [11] .
Wilkes et al. propose a cleaning technique called Holeplugging for a RAID system using the log-structured approach for small writes [12] , and later Matthews et al. employed it in the cleaning process of LFS [9] . Hole-plugging copies valid data of the least utilized segment to holes, that is, space occupied by invalid data, of other segments. By doing so, it decreases the cost of the cleaning process. Overall, performance of conventional cleaning with the Greedy or Cost-benefit policy is better in case of low utilization, while Hole-plugging is better in case of high utilization [9] .
Our scheme is similar to the Hole-plugging [9] in that they recycle slack space ("hole" in Hole-plugging terminology) occupied by invalid data within segments. However, the Hole-plugging policy exploits slack space for cleaning while, in our scheme, we use it to directly write new data. Specifically, before writing new data, Hole-plugging generates a whole empty segment by copying live data of the least utilized segment to holes of other segments, which is simply a different form of cleaning. Then, LFS writes data in the memory buffer to the new empty segment. In contrast, the SSR scheme writes data in the memory buffer to slacks of segments directly without explicitly requiring any cleaning process. Hence, cleaning can be delayed until the system becomes idle and can be done in the background.
In order to reduce the cleaning cost of LFS, WOLF (Write data reOrganization of Log-structured File system) classifies data in memory into two classes, namely hot and cold data, and segregates them to separate segments on disk [10] . The HyLog (Hybrid Log-structured) file system uses a hybrid approach that writes hot data sequentially to a segment and overwrites cold data to their original location [11] . To the best of our knowledge, however, this scheme has never been implemented in a real system. LFS-style relocation of modified data can sequentialize write requests resulting in superior write performance. Also, relocation has the potential to improve read performance by localizing related file and meta-data blocks if they have been modified together. Another advantage of dynamic relocation is that it provides a natural framework for fast crash recovery. In LFS, file and meta-data are written to a segment together and this transactional behavior provides a natural framework for fast crash recovery without adopting additional recovery schemes such as the journaling mechanism [13] , [14] or Soft Updates [15] , [16] .
A major issue that must be considered in file system design is the recovery scheme. Creation/deletion of a file/directory is accompanied with multiple block updates and those modified blocks need to be updated altogether. If not, the file system falls into an inconsistent state. To recover from file system inconsistency, some file systems rely on file system check and recovery utilities (e.g., fsck in the UNIX system). However, recovery time increases proportionally to disk capacity and often takes too much time to be acceptable in commercial environments. To reduce recovery time, some file systems such as Ext3 and NTFS use journaling mechanisms that write logging information before modifying the file system structure [13] , [14] . Another approach called Soft Update has been introduced and applied in the Sun file system [15] , [16] .
Flash Memory and SSD Internals
As a storage medium, SSDs use NAND flash memory that consists of multiple blocks. Also, each block consists of multiple pages and reads and writes are done in page units. However, data can be written to a page only after the block containing the page is erased. Because of this erase-beforewrite property, flash memory storage usually employs a sophisticated software layer called the FTL (Flash Translation Layer) that relocates modified data to clean pages of already erased blocks. To reclaim used blocks, the FTL periodically performs garbage collection that is similar to that of cleaning in LFS. The cost of garbage collection depends on write request pattern such that it becomes higher after successive random writes. Also, as blocks can be erased only a limited number of times, most FTLs employ wear-levelling techniques so as to evenly utilize blocks in SSDs.
Recently, SSD related issues have been actively studied and Chen et al. identify interesting characteristics of commercial SSDs [17] . In their results, high-end and mid-class SSDs suffer from deteriorated performance after successive random writes that fragment available space within an SSD. This degraded performance cannot be recovered without explicit rearrangement of data. Also, sequential prefetching and various optimizations of the data path within an SSD make sequential writes faster than random writes on SSDs. Moreover, to extend SSD's lifetime, writing sequentially is recommended over random writes because random write incurs more block erase operations than sequential ones [18] , [19] . Consequentlly, LFS, which sequentializes random writes, has potential to improve write performance and lifetime of SSDs. However, the aforementioned segment cleaning overhead has a negative effect on the performance of LFS and the lifetime of SSDs. 
Motivation and Slack Space Recycling
We mentioned that on-demand cleaning deteriorates the performance of LFS as well as the lifetime of SSDs and we further discuss it because it is the motivation of the SSR scheme. Also, we will describe some design and recovery issues of the SSR scheme.
If producing free segments through background cleaning is faster than consuming segments to serve write requests, LFS can provide maximum write throughput by utilizing the full bandwidth of the storage device. However, if that is not the case, and no segment is available for write requests, LFS must perform on-demand cleaning to produce free segments, and until the cleaning process is completed, all write requests are blocked. This on-demand cleaning situation can easily arise when the system is continuously busy. Also, as file system utilization gets higher, free segments will become more scarce, and hence, LFS will have higher probability of encountering on-demand cleaning.
Performance Impact of On-Demand Cleaning
In Fig. 2 , we compare write request service times of ondemand cleaning and the SSR scheme. In Fig. 2 (a), let us assume that after LFS writes updated pages to an unused segment with segment write time, T seg , a write request arrives at T 1 and no free segment is available. Then, LFS activates the Cleaner process to make free segments. After T on−demand time, the Cleaner process generates some empty segments, and LFS restarts service of pending write requests at T 2 . Then, assume that the system idles, and that idle detection takes T wait time. If the system is idle, a background Cleaner process may be invoked to generate more available free segments taking T background time. If the system is no longer idle after T idle time, the background Cleaner must abandon the segment generating process. However, service of write requests have already been delayed, and frequent occurrences of such situation will deteriorate the overall write throughput of LFS. Now consider the same situation that employs the SSR scheme as depicted in Fig. 2 (b) . Rather than waiting for new empty segments at T 1 , the SSR scheme services the write requests with slack space of existing used segments within time T ssr . Therefore, service of write requests is not delayed even when no free segment is available, though writing to slacks may not be able to fully utilize the bandwidth of the storage device. As with the first situation, background cleaning may be done if the system finds sufficient idle time without conflicting with the SSR scheme. Figure 3 shows how SSR processes write requests in the LFS file system layout. First, LFS receives several write requests that are kept in the segment buffer. When the segment buffer is full and there are no free segments, the SSR scheme is invoked. As shown in Fig. 3 , SSR selects the first slack space in segment 0 and then writes blocks 9 and 11 to it. Like this, the remaining blocks, 15 and 20, in the segment buffer are written to the slack space of segment 1. Consequently, SSR can service write requests avoiding the LFS cleaning operation.
Design of SSR Scheme in LFS
Though the idea of writing modified data directly to slack space is simple, implementing it requires a major revision to the LFS design. Specifically, the SSR scheme requires fine-grain relocation of modified file and meta-data to slack space of used segments. However, the original LFS design focuses on making huge sequential writes and is void of many features needed for fine-grain relocation. Hence, to implement SSR, we need to design a fine-grain relocation mechanism as well as recovery procedures.
Before describing the fine-grain relocation mechanism, let us first review the relocation scheme of the original LFS. First of all, LFS gathers modified data blocks into a segment buffer. When the segment buffer is full, LFS sorts data blocks by their corresponding i-node numbers and assigns disk block addresses to them. Then, the data blocks are written sequentially to a segment on disk. Like this, all data in the segment buffer are relocated to new locations within a segment. However, the existing structure of LFS does not support relocation of individual data blocks as needed, which is the essential feature of the SSR scheme.
The first step of Slack Space Recycling is to identify a segment where data will be stored. Though we could consider some other information such as reference locality of segments, our current implementation of the SSR scheme simply chooses the least utilized segment, which has the most slace space, for Slack Space Recycling. The selection can be done by examining the segment usage table, which retains information such as the number of valid/invalid blocks and creation and modification times. The segment summary on each segment has a finfo data structure that includes the i-node number of each data, version number, logical block number, and block count. With this information, LFS can identify the locations of invalid data within a segment. In particular, it examines the i-node structure where physical block addresses of file data are recorded. If the physical block address falls within the segment, then the block is valid in the segment. Otherwise, it is invalid and the invalid space can be recycled for new data.
If no free segment is available, LFS should perform either on-demand cleaning or Slack Space Recycling. Let us assume that it selects Slack Space Recycling. Then, the SSR scheme chooses the least utilized segment and calculates the total amount of slack space in the segment. It then selects the file that has modified data in the segment buffer and assigns block addresses to the modified file data by recording physical block addresses of the slack space to the i-node of the file.
After assigning block addresses to the modified file data, the SSR scheme allocates slack space to the modified i-node in the segment buffer. If the chosen segment has available slack space for another file, then the SSR scheme selects another file that has modified data in the segment buffer and assigns slack space to modified file data and inode of the file. The SSR scheme iterates this assigning step until there is no available slack space in the chosen segment and, when this happens, the SSR scheme writes file data and i-nodes to their newly assigned locations within the chosen segment. Finally, it writes the segment summary to the chosen segment. The SSR scheme repeats the whole sequence above if there are still modified but unprocessed data in the segment buffer.
Recovery Procedure
For consistency recovery after sudden power failure, LFS uses two techniques, namely, roll-forward and checkpoint [5] . For check-point, LFS reserves a region in a fixed area of file system space and periodically records the i-node map, segment usage table, and current time. If the system crashes, LFS searches the last check-point and recovers the file system state at that time. Then, LFS performs rollforward, which scans segments written after the last checkpoint and builds the up-to-date i-node map and segment usage table.
According to the original design, LFS maintains only one segment summary for each segment. However, writing new data on slack space of used segments requires atomic modification of the segment summary. If the segment summary is modified successfully after writing file data on slack space, the file has new data. Otherwise, written data on the slack space remains invalid.
To implement atomic modification of the segment summary, the SSR scheme maintains two segment summary tables for each segment as the Hole-plugging does [9] . Each segment summary table has a sequence number field so that LFS can identify the most up-to-date one between the two tables. Right after a segment is written to disk, only one segment summary table is valid. However, when new data is written to slack space of a segment, the other segment summary table is used. Naturally, the newly written table has higher sequence number than the other. Like this, two segment summary tables are alternated to guarantee atomic modification of segment summary information after writing data on slack space.
Implementation Issues
SSR-LFS
Though we tried to keep as many existing LFS structures as possible in the design of the SSR scheme, we found it very difficult to modify the existing Linux LFS code to incorporate our scheme. Also, because LFS in Linux is not stable, instead, we implemented a new file system, which we call SSR-LFS (Slack Space Recycling LFS), running on Linux 2.6.31. As SSR-LFS follows the original LFS design, they share many data structures such as segment summary table, segment usage table, i-node, i-node map, finfo, and dentry [5] , [20] .
Our implementation of SSR-LFS uses the FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) kernel module, which allows implementation of user-space file system in Linux [21] . A user-space file system has the advantage that it is easy to implement and port because most file system code runs in user-space. Furthermore, it is possible to use various userlevel library functions for implementation of a user-space file system.
The user-space file system also has the disadvantage that it cannot access the page cache inside the Linux kernel. Usually, file systems retain recently referenced directory and file data blocks in the page cache to perform file and directory operations without disk accesses for recently referenced data. Due to limitations of FUSE, however, userspace file systems cannot access the kernel page cache. To overcome this limitation, we implemented a dedicated page cache in user-space for SSR-LFS. This page cache employs the sLRU (Segmented Least Recently Used) replacement policy [22] , which has two lists, namely, the protected list and the probationary list. The sLRU policy of SSR-LFS puts frequently referenced metadata such as i-node, B+tree nodes, and directory entries in the protected list so as to keep them longer in cache than file data, which are in the probationary list. We note that the size of the user-space page cache is fixed to 256 MB in our experiments. This is in contrast to Linux as in Linux the size of kernel page cache varies as the page cache and other components in the Linux kernel compete for memory. As shown in Fig. 4 , the FUSE kernel module forwards all file system requests to the SSR-LFS modules running in user-space. The SSR-LFS Core module receives and processes all file system requests, if necessary, by calling the user-space page cache module. Also, there are three separate threads, namely Allocator, Syncer, and Cleaner. When the segment buffer is full, the Allocator assigns physical block addresses to modified data in the segment buffer. Then the Syncer thread flushes them to an empty segment. The Cleaner thread is triggered to generate empty segments when the system is idle (i.e., background cleaning) or when no empty segment is available to serve write requests (i.e., on-demand cleaning). 
FUSE Overhead
As SSR-LFS is implemented in user-space while Ext3 executes in kernel-space, it would be unfair to directly compare their performance numbers. To identify the performance penalty of a user-space implementation of a file system, we measured the performance difference between the original Ext3 file system running in kernel-space and Ext3-FUSE that interacts with processes through a dummy user-space file system. Though requests pass through the dummy userspace module, Ext3-FUSE still has the advantage of utilizing kernel page cache, which is not possible in our LFS implementations. In the experiments, we used two kinds of storage devices, that is, a High-end SSD and a Mid-class SSD, and the details of the experimental platform are depicted in Table 1 . This experiment was conducted with the FIO (Flexible I/O) benchmark [23] that creates a 1 GB file and generates 4 KB read/write requests. As seen in Fig. 5 , we observe that kernel-space Ext3 outperforms Ext3-FUSE for all request patterns on both SSDs. On the High-end SSD, the kernel-space Ext3 performs roughly three and four times better than Ext3-FUSE in cases of sequential read and write, respectively. On the Mid-class SSD, the kernel-space Ext3 outperforms Ext3-FUSE by 3.1 and 1.9 times in the case of sequential read and write, respectively.
As the access latency of the High-end SSD is quite small, overhead of inter-domain operations in the user-space file system dominates file system performance such that the user-space Ext3 performs three times worse than the kernelspace Ext3 file system. In contrast, on the Mid-class SSD, when the access latency is relatively large, the overhead of a user-space file system seems to be hidden behind the large access latency of the storage device for random writes, resulting in only a small performance difference between the user-space and kernel-space implementations of the file system. For the same reason, random read/write results in smaller performance difference than sequential read/write on both devices. From these experimental results, overall, we observe that there is an inevitable performance gap between the kernel-space and user-space implementations of a file system. Thus, for fair comparison all performance values in the next section are presented with Ext3-FUSE as all the other file system are also user-space file systems.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally compare the original LFS, SSR-LFS, and the Ext3 (ordered mode) file systems. Besides the LFS that uses the original cleaning technique, which we refer to as Org-LFS(Cleaning), for comparison, we implement the LFS that uses the Hole-plugging technique for cleaning that we refer as Org-LFS(Plugging). Both Org-LFS(Cleaning) and Org-LFS(Plugging) use the Costbenefit policy to select a victim segment [5] . In all LFS implementations, the segment and block sizes are 4 MB and 4 KB, respectively.
Performance of SSDs used in our experiments seriously degrades after successive random writes and thus, we need to restore the performance of SSDs for each iteration of the experiments. Though restoring performance of SSDs is possible with steps described by Chen et al. [17] , it is a time-consuming process. To remedy this problem, we set the partition size to 10 GB and format it to a specific file system for each iteration of experiments. This was done because we found that performance was quite stable if only a limited area of disk space (e.g., 10 GB area in SSDs with the total capacity of 32 GB and 64 GB) is used while keeping the rest untouched during the experiments.
Results of Synthetic Workloads
To investigate the behavior of SSR-LFS and measure the performance according to file system utilization, we develop two synthetic workloads which we call Uniform and HotCold. The workloads are composed of two stages. The first stage is the aging stage that creates files until the file system reaches a desired utilization. The second stage generates random update requests of 10 GBs of data. In particular, Uniform generates uniform random references, which means all data are evenly referenced, while HotCold generates references with locality. For example, 90% references of HotCold(10) go to 10% fraction of total data, and it represents real workload patterns with strong locality. In reporting the results, we only present measurements of the second stage.
Now we present experimental results of Uniform that generates random update requests back-to-back without any idle time. In this experiment, when there is no empty segment, on-demand cleaning is triggered in Org-LFSs, whereas the SSR scheme is employed in the SSR-LFS. Figure 6 compares the performance of SSR-LFS, Org-LFS(Cleaning), Org-LFS(Plugging), and Ext3-FUSE. Org-LFS(Cleaning) performs slightly better than SSR-LFS when file system utilization is very low. However, the opposite is true when utilization is high on all devices. Specifically, when file system utilization is higher than 25%, SSR-LFS scheme outperforms Org-LFS(Cleaning) and Org-LFS(Plugging). Org-LFS(Plugging) performs better than Org-LFS(Cleaning) when utilization is very high and this result is in accord with that found in the study by Matthews et al. [9] . When file system utilization is low, on-demand cleaning can be done efficiently by utilizing the bandwidth of the storage device almost to the maximum. However, SSR may not be able to do so because slacks may be scattered within a segment. As a result, the SSR scheme often utilizes the bandwidth of the storage device slightly less than cleaning, and this results in the performance difference between the SSR scheme and on-demand cleaning when file system utilization is very low. However, as utilization gets higher, cleaning overhead increases sharply and becomes greater than the overhead of SSR resulting in SSR-LFS outperforming the Org-LFSs.
In Fig. 6 (c) where performance values are measured on an HDD, Org-LFSs and SSR-LFS perform much better than Ext3-FUSE when utilization is less than 80%. However, as utilization increases, performance of Org-LFSs drops sharply and, in the end, becomes worse than Ext3 when utilization is higher than 80%. In contrast, SSR-LFS shows the best and relatively stable performance even when utilization reaches 90%.
Though the High-end and Mid-class SSDs used in the experiments have been optimized for random writes, three implementations of LFS outperforms Ext3-FUSE for almost the entire utilization range on the Mid-class SSD and in case of low utilization on the High-end SSD. For most ranges of utilization SSR-LFS performs the best. Figure 7 shows the results for the HotCold(10) workload. The execution times for this workloads are smaller than those of Fig. 6 for all file systems because strong locality improves file system performance. In particular, under HotCold(10), the cleaning cost of LFS is smaller than that of Uniform because HotCold(10) updates only a small portion of the data. Still, however, we observe a significant performance gap between SSR-LFS and the two Org-LFSs when utilization is high because the two Org-LFSs suffer from high cleaning overhead. We also observe that Ext3-FUSE shows good performance on the High-end SSD but poor performance on the Mid-class SSD. In contrast, SSR-LFS shows stable performance regardless of file system utilizations and the underlying device. Figure 8 illustrates the breakdown of the execution time of the three file systems under both random workloads on a high-end SSD when disk utilization is 90%. In the figure, Cleaning represents the cost to clean used segments for OrgLFSs, SSR represents the cost to perform the SSR scheme for SSR-LFS, SegWrite is the normal segment operation time when segments are available, and Other includes the checkpoint, system call, and fuse overhead costs. In Fig. 8 , we see that the SSR scheme improves the performance of SSR-LFS without extra cleaning operation time. Figure 9 shows the segment utilization distributions of the three file systems when disk utilization is 90%. In LFS, segment utilization distribution is an important aspect in terms of cleaning performance. We see that the segment utilization of all file systems is skewed to high utilization under both workloads. These results demonstrate that SSR-LFS does not introduce extra negative performance side effects compared to the Org-LFSs.
To investigate the effect of high-CPU loads on the file system, we measure the random update performance with the MEncoder utility, an open-source based video encoding/decoding tool. We compare the performance of SSR-LFS and the two Org-LFSs with and without running MEncoder on a high-end SSD when file system utilization is 90%. Figure 10 shows that as MEncoder heavily utilizes the CPU resource, the performance of SSR-LFS and Org-LFS(Plugging) degrade by 25% and 30% respectively, but that Org-LFS(Cleaning) degrades only slightly, specifically, around 5%. As SSR-LFS and Org-LFS(Plugging) employs a slightly complex process to recycle invalid pages in a segment, performance reduction may be inevitable under high-CPU workloads. However, we believe that such a CPUintensive workload mixed with random update workloads is not common in I/O storage systems except for video encoding servers. We believe that SSR-LFS can be efficiently used as a general-purpose file system. Finally, there is the fragmentation issue. As SSR-LFS updates modified data into several slack spaces, file fragmentation may increase. To overcome and address this problem, it may be possible to deploy a de-fragmentation process to collect the scattered file blocks into continuous segments when the system is idle. This issue, however, is beyond the scope of this paper, and thus we leave this issue for future work.
Postmark Benchmark Results
To evaluate the performance under realistic workloads, we use the Postmark benchmark [24] , which simulates the workload of a mail server and has been widely used to evaluate file system performance. In our experiments, the Postmark benchmark initially creates 1,000 subdirectories. Then, a varying number of files whose size ranges from 16 KB to 50 KB are created, upon which one million create, read, append, and delete operations are executed. Finally, all the files and directories are deleted.
Ten sets of those experiments are conducted while the number of files created is increased from 20,000 to 200,000 in 20,000 increments. As the number of created files increases, file system utilization increases. In particular, while the number of created files increases from 20,000 to 200,000, the utilization of the file system increases from 10% to 73%. We chose parameters of the Postmark benchmark such that it creates many directories and small files and, thus, meta-data operations such as file/directory creates/deletes and directory lookups are dominant. Figure 11 compares SSR-LFS, two Org-LFSs, and Ext3-FUSE on High-end and Mid-class SSDs. From the figure, we observe that the two Org-LFSs outperform SSR-LFS when the number of created files is smaller than 60,000 and 40,000 on the High-end SSD on the Mid-class SSD, respectively. However, as the number of created files increase, that is, as utilization increases, SSR-LFS outperforms the two Org-LFSs on both SSDs.
On the Mid-class SSD, performance of Ext3-FUSE degenerates seriously (Some of its results are out of range in Fig. 11 (b) ) because the Postmark benchmark incurs small random write requests for meta-data operations and the performance of the Mid-class SSD drops sharply for those kinds of requests. Now we focus on the performance comparison of LFSs and Ext3-FUSE on the High-end SSD. In Fig. 11 (a) , we see that Ext3-FUSE outperforms other file systems. One reason behind this is that the High-end SSD is well optimized for random writes. The other reason is that the Ext3 file system employs elaborate optimization techniques for meta-data operations such as hash-based directory, resulting in better performance of meta-data operations than LFSs. Figure 12 shows the performance of the create, read, append, and delete operations. As expected, performance of all operations for Ext3-FUSE is better than those of SSR-LFS. Even though the current version of SSR-LFS improves the previous version [25] by employing the B+-tree, SSR-LFS still performs worse than Ext3-FUSE. This is because SSR-LFS manages a huge single B+-tree to index all data blocks and directory entries, while Ext3 retains per directiry hash-based indexing structures and fine-grained Unix style file block pointers. As a result, Ext3-FUSE shows better performance than LFSs for meta-data operations on the high-end SSD.
Endurance Analysis of SSD
Flash memory, which is the storage medium for SSDs, has an inherent endurance problem. As reliability is not guaranteed if a block of a flash memory chip is erased more than a specific number, many prior studies have attempted to enhance the lifespan and reliability of flash memory based storage by controlling the variance of erase counts of flash memory blocks [2] , [18] , [26] . In this section, we investigate how the various file systems affect the lifetime of flash memory. Since the SSDs used in our experiments do not provide any erase count information, we use DiskSim with SSD extension that we refer to as SSD simulator hereafter [3] , [27] , [28] . Table 2 presents the configuration of the SSD simulator used in our experiments where the capacity is set to 32 GB. For our experiments, we extract block traces with the blktrace program while running the Postmark benchmark used in the previous section, and we conduct trace-driven simulations with these traces.
The SSD simulator provides two kinds of garbage collection policies, namely the Greedy policy and the Wearaware policy. Literally, the Greedy policy selects the least utilized block when it needs to recycle used blocks. To increase the efficiency of garbage collection, the Greedy policy attempts to select a victim block that contains hot (frequently updated) data among possibly many least utilized blocks. However, this technique decreases the lifespan of the hot blocks that contain frequently updated data, while the cold blocks become under-utilized.
The Wear-aware policy was developed to make uniform the remaining lifetime of blocks within an acceptable variance. For that purpose, it calculates the average remaining lifetime of all the blocks and, under some set condition, it swaps data between a hot block, that is, a block that has low remaining lifetime, and a cold block, that is, a block that high remaining lifetime. Consequently, the Wear-aware policy maintains the lifetime of blocks to within a set range, but requires non-negligible overhead.
As we mentioned previously, lifetime of SSDs depends on the number of write requests as well as the request pattern. To investigate the effect of file systems on the lifetime of SSDs, we measured the amount of write traffic as well as read traffic that are generated by file systems, and Table 3 presents those numbers. (Write pattern can be conjectured from erase counts as we see next.) Table 3 shows that both read and write traffic produced by SSR-LFS are smaller than those of Org-LFS(Cleaning) by 61.5% and 38.6%. Also, SSR-LFS shows reduced read and write traffic by 27.4% and 19.0%, respectively, compared to Org-LFS(Plugging). The reason behind this is that SSR-LFS avoids cleaning overhead. Recall that segment cleaning reads valid data scattered in segments and writes them to empty segments. As the Hole-plugging technique reduces the total amount of copied data for segment cleaning, Org-LFS(Plugging) has a smaller amount of write traffic than Org-LFS(Cleaning), but is still larger than SSR-LFS and Ext3-FUSE. This result implies that Org-LFS(Cleaning) and Org-LFS(Plugging) may rapidly expire the lifespan of SSDs while, comparatively, SSR-LFS and Ext3-FUSE have the potential to extend the lifetime of SSDs.
We can confirm the above result again in Fig. 13 , which depicts the average erase counts of flash memory blocks as well as the variance of the counts for each file system. Figure 13 (a) shows that average erase count of SSR-LFS is smaller than those of Org-LFS(Cleaning) and Org-LFS(Plugging) by 25% and 12% but similar to Ext3-FUSE. Specifically, Org-LFS(Cleaning) has the highest average erase count due to its data copy overhead during cleaning, and Org-LFS(Plugging) has a slightly lower average erase count than Org-LFS(Cleaning) but still higher than SSR-LFS and Ext3-FUSE. The erase count for SSR-LFS and Ext3-FUSE are similar and small. This result shows that though the original LFS design has a nice concept for serving small random write requests, it may hurt the lifetime of SSDs due to data copies during cleaning and the SSR scheme can remedy this problem of the original LFS design. Though the SSR-LFS and Ext3-FUSE has similar erase counts, SSR-LFS has lower variance among the flash memory blocks as explained below.
Most SSDs employ a wear-levelling technique that enforces every flash memory block to be erased equally in order to enhance reliability and lifetime of SSDs. Figure 13 (b) presents the erase count variance of the flash memory blocks when the SSD simulator employs two garbage collection policies, that is, the Greedy policy and the Wear-aware policy. In the figure, we see that for all file systems, the Wearaware policy has smaller variance than the Greedy policy that does nothing for wear-levelling. It is natural for the Greedy policy to have higher variance than the Wear-aware policy that swaps hot and cold data for wear-levelling by paying extra copy overhead. Moreover, due to its discrimination of hot and cold data, the Greedy policy tends to overutilize hot blocks and under-utilize cold blocks.
Regardless of wear-levelling policy, in Fig. 13 (b) , erase count variance of Org-LFS(Cleaning) is much larger than other file systems. This result is counter-intuitive because LFS treats the storage device as an append-only log and seems to evenly utilize all space of the storage device. In reality, however, Org-LFS(Cleaning) repeatedly recycles and uses hot segments that contain hot data and under-utilizes cold segments. Generally, hot data are updated quickly and are moved to another segment for their updates. Then the old segments that originally possessed those hot data become almost empty. These segments will then be selected for cleaning with high probability. After cleaning, these segments are used again to store hot data. In this manner, Org-LFS(Cleaning) tends to over-utilize select segments with hot data and under-utilize other segments with cold data.
As Ext3-FUSE overwrites updated data to their original locations, write requests spread out over a relatively large area of the storage device and, eventually, it evenly utilizes more blocks in the SSD than Org-LFS(Cleaning), leading to lower variance. Interestingly, we find that Hole-plugging and SSR schemes reduce the variance as seen in Fig. 13 (b) because they distribute hot data to segments possessing cold data with some slacks (holes in Hole-plugging scheme). By mixing hot and cold data, they increase the possibility of recycling those segments in the end.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed Slack Space Recycling to avoid on-demand cleaning, which is the source of write performance degradation of the LFS. When no free segment is available, the SSR scheme directly writes modified data to slack space of segments instead of performing on-demand cleaning. As a result, SSR scheme decreases cleaning overhead and also has wear-levelling effects on SSDs so as to improve performance and to extend the lifetime of SSDs. We implemented a new file system, which we call SSR-LFS, employing the SSR scheme in Linux, and experimental re-sults show that SSR-LFS performs better than the original LFS on both the SSD and the HDD. Also, simulation results show that it extends the lifetime of SSDs. The SSR scheme can be further enhanced by elaborate cost-based selection between cleaning and Slack Space Recycling, and deriving a cost analysis model of the SSR scheme will be our next research topic. Along with these studies, we intend to perform more extensive experiments to further validate the strengths and weaknesses of our approach.
